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"Diaspora" evokes powerful images of exile and longing. It has been used since antiquity to designate the dispersion of Greeks, Jews, and Armenians. Recently, new polities ranging from the African-American and Ukrainian-Canadian to the Chinese-American, the Quebecois, and the Palestinian have entered the semantic domain diasporas share with exile and ethnic communities, immigrants, expatriates, refugees, and guest workers.

*Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational Studies* is a forum for the analysis of the contending “others” that pose cultural, political, and economic challenges to the hegemony and homogeneity claimed by nation-states. The journal addresses the entire range of phenomena encompassed by various uses of “transnationalism,” including movements of people, such as massive migrations that traverse porous frontiers, and movements of capital, technology, and mass media productions that complicate the meanings and consequences of multiculturalism.

*Diaspora* is an international and interdisciplinary journal that explores these phenomena as they have functioned since antiquity and in the context of emergent global systems. It publishes contributions from the disciplines of history, literature, political science, cultural studies, anthropology, religious studies, sociology, economics, linguistics, psychology, geography, and musicology. Because nation, diaspora, and transnationalism are contested concepts, the journal offers a forum for debate about the past and present theoretical foundations of these terms.
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Where the outspoken speak out.
In 1961, some of Africa’s most provocative thinkers started speaking out in a new magazine called Transition. It pulled no punches. The New York Times called it “Africa’s slickest, sprightliest, and occasionally sexiest magazine.” Editor Rajat Neogy refused to listen when told by government officials that Transition was speaking a little too loudly. He was subsequently sent to jail. After 50 uncensored, unguarded, and uninhibited issues, Transition ceased publication because of political and economic pressure.

Transition is back. It’s about time.
From the politics of pornography to extra-terrestrial abductions, from homomachismo to niggaz with beatitude, from the bounty of blaxploitation to the dead end of identity politics, the new Transition tackles today’s most controversial issues head-on. Though keeping an emphasis on African and African-American concerns, the new Transition has taken on the world. No idea, thought, person, belief, or subject is considered out of bounds. Today’s most original thinkers—novelists, playwrights, poets, critics, filmmakers—are saying what’s on their mind. And they’re saying it in Transition.

From the pages of Transition
Orlando Patterson on the black parent trap • Jeffrey Melnick on blacks and Jews blues • Run-DMC on niggaz with beatitude • Ilan Stavans on the Latin phallus • Nuruddin Farah on global homelessness • Scott L. Malcolmson on the revolution that wasn’t televised • B. Ruby Rich on public art in an age of privatization • Graham Huggan on the politics of the Booker Prize • Jianying Zha on the Chinese cultural industry • Sander L. Gilman on slavery and the Holocaust • Bili T. Jones on art and identity

Please enter my one-year subscription (4 issues) to the new Transition.
☐ Individuals: $27  ☐ Institutions: $54  Add $15 for subscriptions outside the US.
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"OCTOBER, the 15-year-old quarterly of social and cultural theory, has always seemed special. Its nonprofit status, its cross-disciplinary forays into film and psychoanalytic thinking, and its unyielding commitment to history set it apart from the glossy art magazines." Village Voice

At the leading edge of arts criticism and theory today, OCTOBER focuses on the contemporary arts and their various contexts of interpretation. Original, innovative, provocative, each issue examines interrelationships between the arts and their critical and social contexts.

Come join OCTOBER's exploration of the most important issues in contemporary culture.
Subscribe today!
MEDIA, CULTURE & SOCIETY
Edited by John Corner, Professor Nicholas Garnham, Paddy Scannell, Philip Schlesinger, Colin Sparks and Nancy Wood

'Media, Culture & Society is the most consistently interesting and useful of our journals. Splendidly edited, with a distinctive but encompassing point of view, this journal is often the most valuable publication on the shelf.'
James W Carey
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The contents of Volume XVII (1994) include:

A debate between André Gunder Frank, Ernest Mandel, and David M. Gordon on exogeneity/endogeneity

Special sections on (a) feudalism/capitalism in Japan; (b) world cities

William McNeill, "The Fall of Great Powers: An Historical Commentary"

Tariq Banuri, "Noah’s Ark or Jesus’ Cross? UNCED as a Tale of Two Cities"

Samir Amin, "The Future of Global Polarization"

A brochure containing the Table of Contents of past issues is available on request.

Still available, special issues:

XV, 1, 1992: "The ‘New Science’ and the Historical Social Sciences"

XVI, 4, 1993: "Port Cities of the Eastern Mediterranean, 1800-1914"

Institutions $90/yr.
Individuals $28/yr.
Non-U.S. addresses, postage $6/yr.
Special non-OCED country rate $10/yr.
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Eye on Culture

**Mapping World Communication**
*War, Progress, Culture*

Armand Mattelart

Susan Emanuel and James A. Cohen, translators

“...This important book accomplishes for global communication what Said did for Orientalism and Foucault for modern disciplinary apparatuses. . . . It sets the stage for a transnational critique of the techniques and theories of global communication.”

- Arjun Appadurai, University of Chicago

$18.95 paper  $49.95 cloth  312 pages  (1994)

**Remapping Memory**
*The Politics of TimeSpace*

Jonathan Boyarin, Editor

An intriguing collection of essays offering a new way of understanding how the politics of space, time and memory are negotiated to bring people to terms with their history.

Paper $18.95  208 pages  (1994)

**The Administration of Aesthetics**
*Censorship, Political Criticism, and the Public Sphere*

Richard Burt, Editor

“Radically historicizes and redefines what ‘censorship’ is. . . . For anyone interested in issues of culture and power, this anthology is a fabulous pedagogical act.”

- Lauren Berlant, University of Chicago

$21.95 paper  $49.95 cloth  416 pages  21 photographs  (1994)

**Small Media, Big Revolution**
*Communication, Culture, and the Iranian Revolution*

Annabelle Sreberny-Mohammadi and Ali Mohammadi

The first account of the role of culture and communication in the Iranian revolution, this is also the first book to consider revolution as communication in the modern world.

$17.95 paper  248 pages  (1994)

**Syncope**
*The Philosophy of Rapture*

Catherine Clément

Sally O'Driscoll and Deirdre M. Mahoney, translators

Foreword by Verena Andermatt Conley

Written in Clément's characteristically fluid and jargon-free style, Syncope traces the concept of transcending the self through its history in Western European and Indian philosophies.

$19.95 paper  336 pages  (1994)

At bookstores or from University of Minnesota Press
1-800-388-3863